Jeanne Stevens–Sollman holds a bachelor of science degree and a bachelor of fine arts degree from Rhode Island College, as well as a master of fine arts degree from Penn State. An internationally known medallic artist, she produces bronze medallions and relief figures as well as ceramic sculpture.

Jeanne’s works in medallic sculpture are exhibited throughout the United States, in museum collections throughout the world, and in numerous private collections. Her specialties include creating portraits, bronze awards, and plaques that commemorate special occasions, and university maces and presidential chains of office. She serves on the Citizens Coinage Advisory Committee for the United States Mint, helping to select the final design for new coins.

Jeanne also designs and fabricates garden sculptures in clay and bronze, as seen in Childhood’s Gate Children’s Garden. If you look closely around the garden, you can see Jeanne’s work in the form of twelve bronze animals. Jeanne also crafted the bronze medallions in the time spiral.